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Freedom Cove Floating Sanctuary provides artistic inspiration Taehoon Kim Freedom Cove floating shrine provides artistic inspiration Taehoon Kim When I have to escape for a few days, the first place that comes to mind is a small base called Freedom Cove. Freedom Cove is a hidden treasure tucked away from the west coast of Vancouver Island. After a
six-hour journey hugging the mountain and winding through the temperly rainforests along the way, I meet Alistair Horne at his dopey on a wet, grey morning. Alistair rides a Tofino Water Taxi. He's a good friend of Wayne and Catherine King, whose floating home is only accessible by boat. It's early - thick mist blankets Clayoquot Sound. Our ship cut through
glass, still water. Visitors are always gobsmacked, said Alistair, referring to the floating home. The ship slows down and enters the bay. We turn the corner and a large, bright purple structure emerges from the mist. Alistair wasn't kidding: I'm gobsmacked. The floating compound is a stark contrast to the dark forest hues of the Pacific Northwest. He reduces
power and we drift towards a cluster of buildings - we're only 30 minutes from Tofino, the nearest town, but the silence here is deafening. You have to really like each other and you have to really know each other. Wayne and Catherine met in 1987 and moved to Tofina to enjoy their livelihoods as artists. But as tourism boomed and rents became increasingly
expensive, the couple was pushed out of the market. Their solution: to build a floating home, where they now live for 24 years. Wayne and Catherine have had a strong connection to nature since childhood. It's the fondest memory of my childhood, Catherine said. Even in the city, I would look for all the ravines and every green place. Their love of the wild
defines their art - candles in the shape of wolves, costumes made of eagle feathers, sculptures carved from whale teeth and animal skulls. They built their home where they could constantly be inspired. At the height of visual arts, Catherine practices yoga and tai chi on her dance floor - body movement exercises are crucial for this former professional dancer
and actor. Being immersed in nature shows at work, Wayne said. Walking through their home for the first time is a bizarre experience. You walk through the front gate from two whale ribs. You sit and relax in the living room, with a hole cut in the floor so Wayne can catch fish from his couch. The whole house, strapped to the ground and floating on armored
foam, is always moving with the tide and the flow of tides. Wayne and Catherine are so accustomed to the eternal movement they claim to get landsick whenever they have to go to town. It becomes part of you, Wayne said. Living in Freedom Cove repeatedly raises the same type of questions and Problems. Although it feels very remote, the Coast Guard
can reach the bay in six minutes. Rubbish and human waste are found in storage tanks before being transported back to the city. In terms of how to deal with the fact that no one else is around, you really have to like one another, Catherine said. And you have to really know each other. Wayne and Catherine still have to make an effort to get time for their art,
even if it is in the middle of nature. It's a busy life that keeps floating home. There is constant work to be done just to survive, let alone repair the damage caused by an unpredictable winter storm, or once, a fire. There's a mistake [assuming] that we don't have to work, Wayne said. It's all about maintenance. Often the couple spends their days apart, doing
work in different parts of the bay. Catherine paddles the canoe out into a nearby cascade, inspecting the gravity-fed pipes that lead to their home and provide running water. Wayne visits their 43-year-old son, Shane, who lives in his own float home just across the bay, to cut firewood together in preparation for the winter. Despite the fact that their electricity
comes from solar panels and generators, Wayne and Catherine hate the term off-the-grid. I'm disconnected, Wayne said, which means I have control over my power. They insist they're not here to isolate themselves. They were assigned a floating GPS number, pay provincial and municipal taxes, use Facebook and watch TV using satellite connections. On
my visit, Wayne watched the US Open tennis championship between jobs. Food preparation takes up much of the day. Without a refrigerator or freezer, the couple grab and grow almost all the food they consume. Catherine spends hours in her large garden, as well as four green houses wrapped so tightly together that she gingerly tip the tip of the plant into
the plant. Its crops include tomatoes, peppers, Swiss chard, apples and corn. Wayne invites me to join him on his boat to catch fresh fish for the day. I'm afraid I'm going to be stuck on a boat for hours waiting for fish. Wayne slowly leads the boat to his favorite fishing spot, a short walk from the bay. He's throwing a line. Suddenly a bite. A minute later,
another one. Then another, and another. We've got four fish in 10 minutes and we'll be back home. While they can sufficiently sustain themselves, Wayne and Catherine still travel to Tofino for their best pleasure: chocolate, popcorn and goat's cheese. We want to encourage people to fulfill their own dream, whatever it is. Our life is art, Catherine said. [The
home] is a great art installation to be passed through. They know that their way of life - floating on the ocean surrounded by wilderness, gathering and growing their own food for survival - is not for everyone. They understand why some people refuse Life. You have to work that, Catherine said. You have to want to do it. It's a choice, and I accept it. Wayne
and Catherine hope their home will inspire visitors to think about a different way of life. We want to encourage people to follow their own dream, Catherine said. Whatever it is. The sound of the boat breaks the quiet surroundings of their home - my round trip is coming. Before we leave, Alistair, Wayne and Catherine make plans for an upcoming meeting.
Freedom Cove will host a concert and dinner party for its friends next week. I understand their approach to life, Alistair said. It's hard to be an artist anywhere. You have to be resourceful. You have to figure out how to do things. The thick fog is gone. A golden sunset radiates around Clayoquot Sound. When we get back to Tofina, Alistair's going to cut the
engine. We swim, we monitor the discharge of whales in the distance. Photo Editor Lili Sams Photography and The Story of Taehoon Kim Photo Director Dustin Drankoski Doodle is one of those great words that really captures the essence of the activity he describes, something frivolous and hilarious, but also a little lazy. Writing a word in cursive, which for
some reason seems entirely appropriate, requires little more than a carefree sequence of circles-you can just kind of let the pen tumble along like an old-time trick pilot doing loop by loop after loop in a clear blue sky. For a professional artist, though, doodling can quickly become something else: sketching, or designing, or practicing, or even working, which is
essentially antithetical to the entire doodle ethesis. But as we see in the new book, even if an experienced hand is not striving for anything hilarious and lazy, the results are still worth a look at. Comics Sketchbooks: The Private Worlds of Today's Most Creative Talent culls the invisible work from the personal files of about 80 artists, including among them big
names such as the legendary Robert Crumb, Marvel guru Jim Steranko. and graphic writer Charles Burns along with scores of lesser known talents. Some deal strictly in comics, others work mainly stripes, such as political cartoons or animations. Visual offerings are as diverse as artists. Some images seem like concerted works in different states of
progress. We see suggestions for comics, complete with text; cartoon characters whose smooth lines betray their digital origin; and more than one mock up for the cover of The New Yorker. But the most interesting sections are the ones that honor the title of the book and offer an unguarded look at artistic talent in its rawest form. In many cases, posts
communicate their authenticity with traces of their original materials, things like the faded composition of the book's edges or the length of the spiral binding left uncut after scanning. French artist Lumineau bravely offers up a two-page spread of drawings on yellow Post-It notes. Mark Newgarden contains a cartoon-studded red file folder. Underground comic
artist Denis Kitchen probably takes the prize for the most unconventional canvas; its section contains a brown parcel with sketches printed between labels and stamps. Some artists understandably weren't happy with coughing up their roughest work. And some refused to cough up anything at all. I contacted about 25 more than I included, says Steven Heller,
a former New York Times artistic director who served as the book's editor. Some said he would not keep his sketches. Others were reluctant to share. And most of them weren't as good as I imagined. But for amateurs like me, the roughest sketches are often the most hilarious. These are the places where the private worlds promised by the title of the book
are most fully glimpsed, and where the innate talents of artists are most evident. In Heller's words, the collection takes the magic out of 'art,' essentially showing us what comes before the finished product. But I prefer to look at sketches from the opposite direction than the things that professionals do when art is the last thing on their minds. Basically what
doodling looks like at its best before it turns into something completely different. You can grab a book for around $40 on Amazon. Amazon.
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